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Meeting Purpose
Who is Energy Northwest
What is EVITA
Previous WSDOT Project
Potential funding sources
Development Scope
Timeline
Participation
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Meeting Purpose
• Introduce Energy Northwest to the communities in
Lewis County
• Describe the anticipated state funding opportunities in 2019
• Detail Energy Northwest’s role in similar projects
• Provide potential scope and timeline
• Explain opportunities for participation
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About Energy Northwest
Energy Northwest owns and operates a diverse mix of electricity
generating resources, including hydro, solar and wind projects, and
the third-largest provider of electricity in Washington – the Columbia
Generating Station nuclear power facility. These projects provide carbon-free
electricity at the cost of generation – enough clean, cost-effective and reliable
energy to power more than a million homes each year. As an independent joint
action agency of Washington state, Energy Northwest comprises 26 public power
member utilities from across the state serving more than 1.5 million customers.
The agency continually explores new generation projects to meet its members’
needs. In 2016, the Association of Washington Business named energy Northwest
“Employer of the Year”.
Visit our website at www.energy-northwest.com
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What is EVITA
• The Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Alliance (EVITA)
is a group of public power utilities aligned for the
purposes of supporting and developing electric vehicle
charging infrastructure in Washington State
• EVITA includes Benton REA, Benton PUD, Franklin PUD,
City of Richland, City of Ellensburg, Kittitas PUD, and
Energy Northwest
• EVITA receives support and collaboration from cities,
counties, ports, chambers of commerce, and economic
development councils in the communities the chargers are
located in
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What is EVITA (cont.)
• Purpose of EVITA
• Promoting the installation of an electric vehicle
charging network throughout underserved
corridors in Washington State
• Cooperative purchasing and contracting
• To share technical, administrative, and marketing
services for demonstrating unity and commitment
to making tangible investments in energy
infrastructure
• Participating utilities provide infrastructure and
rates for charging stations
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Washington State Department of Transportation Electric
Vehicle Infrastructure Pilot Project (WSDOT EVIPP)
• WSDOT provided $1M in funding to strengthen and
expand the West Coast Electric Highway
– 2 projects selected; Energy Northwest (EVITA) and Forth Mobility
– Funding to install a total of 15 new charging stations near highway
exits ~40 miles apart along I-5, I-90, I-82, US-395 and I-182
– Grant funding used for siting, equipment purchases, electrical
upgrades, installation, and operations and maintenance
– All stations to include equipment serving all plug-in cars with Level 2
and duel fast chargers with both standards
– Grant funded by a portion of $150 state registration fee for EVs
– WSDOT strongly encourage public/private partnerships
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WSDOT EVIPP (cont.)
• EVITA project includes nine stations, located in
Kennewick, Richland, Pasco, Connell, Prosser, Yakima,
Ellensburg, Cle Elum and George
– Richland, Prosser and George stations to be installed in by June
2019

• Energy Northwest partnered with Greenlots and EV4 as
private entity partners
– Cle Elum and Pasco stations owned by site hosts

• Energy Northwest is project manager of the program and
responsible for compliance with the state and local
regulations as well as grant rules
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Future funding opportunities
• Washington State Department of Transportation
– Funding announcement expected by spring 2019
– FY19-21 infrastructure projects

• Washington State Department of Commerce
– Timeline for funding announcement under development
– Projects include closing gaps in EV charging infrastructure,
addressing inequities in transitioning to EV transportation, reducing
vehicle emissions, assisting local governments with EV goals
– Total $8.7M to be awarded competitively (includes federal $)

• Washington State Department of Ecology
• Electrify America
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Future funding opportunities
• US-12, US-101
– Project most closely aligns with WSDOT initiatives for highway
fast charging projects
– US-12 covers entire state east-west span, intersects with US-101
– Strong utility and public interest from communities throughout this
route
– Route is partly built out with stations already installed in TriCities/Yakima and portions of I-5
– Energy Northwest’s experience with both grant projects and
collaborative projects, and relationships with communities and
utilities along route will strengthen a grant application
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WSDOT EVIPP (cont.)
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Development scope

• Each station consists of one Level 3 “DCFC” charger
with dual connectors and one Level 2 charger
• Average cost of each station is ~$90K
– Includes cost of equipment, infrastructure, ground lease, utilities,
operations for project duration
– Utility provides primary electrical infrastructure (value ~$15K per
station depending on location requirements)

• Cost contributions
– Station owner, network provider, site hosts, utility,
– Additional match can be contributed interested parties
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Charging details
DC Fast charging stations take significantly less
time to charge an electric vehicle

Charging Station Details
Different plugs for different vehicles
Plug Type

Charger Type

CCS
CHAdeMO
J1772

DC Fast Charger
DC Fast Charger
Level 2 Charger

Cost to Charge
$0.25/min
$0.25/min
$1.50/hour
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Charging details (cont.)

Plugshare app communicates between drivers, station owners
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Charging details (cont.)
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WSDOT project requirements
• Public/Private Sector partnership (Energy Northwest,
utilities, site hosts, vehicle dealerships, nearby
businesses, etc.)
• Value to EV drivers, address gap in charging station
infrastructure
• Expectation of profitability and sustainability
• Indirect value to private sector partner
• Ability to operate and maintain station for at least 5 years
• Public access, signage
• Customer service, ability to grow
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Site requirements
• Should be located within ½ mile and not more than
3 miles from highway exit
• Must be safely and easily accessible, and must
accommodate light duty EVs entering and exiting facility
• Should be at least 10 miles from nearest existing DC fast
charger, with stations ideally located 40-50 miles apart
• Must be publicly accessible 24/7, with paved parking
spaces available to render electric charging services
• Must be adequately lit, safe from traffic circulation, with
ingress and egress points
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Site requirements (cont.)
• Charging station must be networked
– At least one dual unit with both CHAdeMO and SAE CCS
connectors for level 3 charging
– Must also have one level 2 charging unit
– Must use technology compatible with most currently available
electric vehicles
– Must have remote diagnostics and the ability to remote start
equipment
– Must use open communication protocol standard
– EV charging equipment shall be UL certified or equivalent safety
standard
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Site requirements (cont.)
• Power to the charging station
– Two parking spaces (at least 600 sq. feet)
– 3-phase 277/480 VAC connection to utility grid, will be provided by
utility
– Separate metering and energy paid for by owner of the charging
station
– Primary installation will be paid for by utility, secondary by owner of
the charging station

• Parking space maintenance
– Owner will provide sealcoat and striping, snow removal provided by
site host should not inhibit public use of station
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Station example
Below: Yakima station (located at Firing Center
Chevron and Bullseye Burgers). Site host Sam
Ali entered a maintenance agreement with
WSDOT in exchange for contribution towards the line
extension.

Above: Ellensburg site – Greenlots entered
a lease agreement with City of Ellensburg
on city owned property. Ellensburg Energy
Services provided the line extension to the
equipment.
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Benefits to site host
• Increased business of EV owners
– EV drivers utilize area businesses while vehicles are being
charged (time of use varies between ~30 minutes to 4 hours)

• Notoriety
• Business will be shown on EV maps: Plugshare,
Department of Energy map, network app, auto
manufacturers’ on-board navigation maps
– Travelers plan route according to charging availability & amenities
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Indirect benefits
• Electric vehicles are zero carbon; plug-in Hybrid EVs
produce very little carbon
– This network promotes east-west travel throughout Washington
state for plug-in drivers
– Siting at business will encourage spending more time and money in
community
• Level 2 more appropriate for long-term (more than 4 hours)
• Level 3 is quicker charge but still encourages use of local amenities
• EV owners plan their trips according to charging locations and available
amenities

– Charging stations also encourage plug-in ownership for apartment
residents who aren’t able to charge at home – can charge while
conducting business instead
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Timeline
• Obtain interest from site hosts, utilities
• Develop route in coordination with neighboring communities
along US-12, US-102
• Develop site summaries detailing participants
• WSDOT announces funding (Jan-Mar 2019)
• Application developed (EN/Lewis lead, input from community)
• EN makes grant application
• WSDOT announces Notice of Proposed Awards (June 2019)
• Agreements Executed
• Project begins, all stations installed by June 2021 or sooner
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Participation
• Interested participants to contribute ideas for site
locations within defined criteria
• Site hosts will enter ground lease agreement with Energy
Northwest
• Site ownership to be discussed on a per station basis
• EN will be lead grant applicant/recipient, budget to be
developed as sites identified
• Other areas to participate include hosting Ride & Drive
events to educate the public on EV adoption
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Participation (cont.)
• Match funding
– Cash or in-kind contributions
– Can be donated labor, equipment, facilities or other property
– Must be documented, reasonable, allowable, and allocable to the
project as determined by WSDOT
– Will be allowable if incurred after Notice of Proposed Award
– Match funding does not have to be incurred by the grant applicant, so
long as it benefits the station and is allocable to the project
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THANK YOU
Questions?
Contact Jennifer Harper, jlharper@energy-northwest.com

